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Geoffrey B. Elliott, PhD 

ENGL/THRE 3333.01: Shakespeare: Comedies & Sonnets Syllabus and Course Calendar 

Revision 

Fall 2016 
 

Office Weir 209 
 

Office Phone 830-792-7416 
 Office Email GElliott@schreiner.edu 

 Office Hours MWF, 1200-1250, and by 
appointment 

 
Note that information on this syllabus is subject to change. Reasonable efforts will be made to inform students of 
any such changes that occur. 

 
This document is revised as of 19 August 2016 to account for a recognized error. 
 

Course Description 

Per the University catalog, ENGL/THRE 3333: Shakespeare: Comedies & Sonnets 
“[emphasizes] reading and in-depth analysis of Shakespeare’s comedies and sonnets, examining 
the rich critical background of Shakespearean studies.” 
 

Course Objectives and Outcomes 
This specific section of the course will work to explicate what it is in Shakespeare that helps to 
account for the enduring perceptions of value ascribed to his comedies and sonnets. That is, the 
class will be guided by such questions as 

 How and why did Shakespeare rise to prominence among his contemporaries and 
immediate successors? 

 How and why did Shakespeare continue to accrue social cachet? 

 How and why does Shakespeare continue to enjoy social cachet? 

 What in Shakespeare continues to speak to readers in the United States of the early 21st 
century, and how does it do so? 

 

Addressing such questions will ask students to carry out a number of tasks: 

 Read and develop familiarity with a number of Shakespeare’s works, demonstrating the 
familiarity through in- and out-of-class discussions as well as occasional quizzes and 
either a formal exam or a performative endeavor; 

 Develop familiarity with literary critical terms and practices, demonstrating the 
familiarity through in- and out-of-class discussions as well as occasional quizzes and 
either a formal exam or a performative endeavor; 

 Develop a sense of cultural currents and substance, including social and situational 

standards that allow for their emergence and continuance, demonstrating the sense 
through in- and out-of-class discussions as well as occasional quizzes and either a formal 
exam or a performative endeavor; and 

 Apply the knowledge of literary critical terms and practices developed during the class to 
compose, through a cycle of invention and drafting, an original piece of literary criticism 
on a course-appropriate topic, some 2,600 to 3,250 words in length (exclusive of 
headings and references), suitable for publication in undergraduate journals or 

presentation at an undergraduate research conference. 
 

mailto:GElliott@schreiner.edu
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It sounds like a lot, but that is because there is a lot to do, and there is not much time in which to 
do it. With diligence and attention, though, it can be done, and done well. I look forward to 
working with you as you do it. 

 

Textbook 
The course requires one text: the fourth edition of David Bevington’s The Necessary 
Shakespeare (ISBN-13 978-0-321-88094-9, ISBN-10 0-321-88092-3). 

 
The age of the texts that will be studied means that many of them are readily available in other 
editions, not seldom for free online. Many such editions may be helpful in completing the work 
of the class (such as the papers), but for purposes of in-class discussion, The Necessary 

Shakespeare (NS) will be expected. People have to understand the reference to get the joke, and 
working from a common edition helps them get the reference. 
 
The textbook may be available in electronic editions as well as print. Students who opt to use an electronic 
textbook should note that they, and they alone, are responsible for securing access to  the text during class time and 

for any hardware or software problems attendant upon their doing so. 

 

Other Resources 
In addition to the required textbook, the following resources will be helpful or vital in carrying 

out the tasks of the course: 

 The University Writing Center, Dickey Hall, Room 106, 
http://www.schreiner.edu/academics/academic-support/center-for-teaching-
learning/student-academic-success/writing-center.aspx 

 The University Undergraduate Research Center, 
http://www.schreiner.edu/academics/undergraduate-research.aspx 

 Elliott RWI, www.elliottrwi.com 

 Purdue University Online Writing Lab, http://owl.english.purdue.edu/ 

 Access to journals such as Shakespeare Quarterly, Shakespeare Studies, Shakespeare 
Survey, and Renaissance Quarterly 

 Major English-language dictionary, such as those from Oxford University (preferred) and 

Merriam-Webster 

 Access to campus email and Schreiner One 

 Pen/pencil and paper every class meeting 

 

Evaluation 
How grades happen can seem a bit complicated. How individual assignments and groups of 
assignments contribute to a student’s overall course grade is laid out in Table 1, below. 

 
The papers and many other assignments will be assessed in terms of their demonstrated 
performance in several areas (the areas will be discussed in more detail on individual 
assignments’ materials). Specific areas on such assignments will be assigned a number of 

“steps,” motions through the grading scale indicated on Table 2, below. The total number of 
steps, positive or negative, will indicate the final assignment score. 
 

http://www.schreiner.edu/academics/academic-support/center-for-teaching-learning/student-academic-success/writing-center.aspx
http://www.schreiner.edu/academics/academic-support/center-for-teaching-learning/student-academic-success/writing-center.aspx
http://www.schreiner.edu/academics/undergraduate-research.aspx
http://www.elliottrwi.com/
http://owl.english.purdue.edu/
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Some assignments will only be offered an overall score. Such scores also conform to Table 2, 
below.  
 

Table 1: Grade Distribution 

Assignment or Category Percent of Grade 

Minor Assignments (MinAss) 10 

Online Discussions (Discus) 10 

Paper Proposal (PProp)* 10 

Exploratory Essay (Expl)* 10 

Annotated Bibliography (AnnBib)* 15 

Final Paper (FinPap)* 20 

Final Exam—whether written or performed (FinEx)* 15 

Professionalism (Prof) 10 

Total 100 

*Indicates a major assignment. 

 
Table 2: Grading Scale 

Score A+ A A- B+ B B- C+ C C- D F 0 

Steps +7 +6 +5 +4 +3 +2 +1 +0 -1 -2 -3 or 

more 

N/A* 

Numerical 
Equivalent 

98 95 92 88 85 82 78 75 72 65 55 0 

*Grades of zero (0) result from non-submission of assignments or for academic integrity violations. 
 
Final grades will be reported according to the scale in Tale 3, below. 
 
Table 3: Final Grades 

Grade A B C D F 

Overall Score 90+ 80-89.999 70-79.999 60-69.999 Below 60 

 

 
The PProp, Expl, AnnBib, and FinPap are expected to be submitted as works of polished prose, 
meaning that they should be written and revised more than once. Some class time will be given 
over to reading and critique of the work done for the class. As such, you will need to be ready to 

read and comment appropriately on the work of your classmates, as well as to have them do the 
same to your work. Peer review is a vital component of this class, and is to be conducted 

respectfully and only within the context of the classroom. 
 

Please note that you may be asked to read your work aloud for the class to critique; sometimes 
talking through a piece is just what is needed. As with peer review, presentations will be 

conducted respectfully and only within the classroom context.  
 

Please note that many assignments will be submitted through Schreiner One and that the 
originality-checking software included in it will be applied to the materials submitted through it. 
 
I generally grade fairly holistically. This does not mean that I shall not mark or penalize your 

errors, but I shall do my best to give you better and more useful feedback on the work you do 
than simply “fixing” your punctuation and spelling and slapping a grade on the work. 

More explanation of my grading practices can be found on Elliott RWI as “Some Remarks about Grading,” 

https://elliottrwi.com/2016/02/28/some-remarks-about-grading/. 

https://elliottrwi.com/2016/02/28/some-remarks-about-grading/
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Mechanical “correctness” is important, but organization, depth, and originality of thought are 
more so. 
 

In this class, the fact that you or somebody else paid for you to have a seat does not entitle you to 
any specific grade. By registering and meeting the requirements for this class, you have earned 
the right to have access to higher learning and the opportunity to earn credit, much as you have 
to pay to take a martial arts class but are not assured of earning any specific belt. I do not give 

you a grade, you earn a grade; I report to you on the quality of the work you turn in to me, as 
measured against standards expressed for each assignment. 
 

Discussion of Grades and Progress  

I am always happy to discuss your progress and grades with you. I am not going to discuss your 
grades with your parents, your siblings, your roommates, your spouses, your children, or anyone 
else except as required by my superiors and the law. I am also not going to discuss your grades 
over the phone or through email; if you want to know your grades, come see me during office 

hours or set up an appointment, and we can go over how you are doing, what you have done 
well, and what you can improve upon. 
 

Attendance 

Attendance will be taken during each class meeting, whether formally through the submission of 
a piece of writing or informally through some convenient means. Ideally, every student will 
attend every class meeting. Things happen that ought not to happen, however, and so some 
allowance for absence is made. Students may miss five (5) class meetings without direct penalty; 

no explanation of the absence is requested or required. Each absence after the fifth will lower the 
student’s grade by ten percent. That is, a sixth absence will drop a grade of 92 to an 82. A 
seventh will drop a grade of 92 to 72. An eighth will drop a grade of 92 to 62, and a ninth will 
drop a grade of 92 to a 52 

 
There are limited exceptions to the attendance policy noted above. Perhaps the most pressing is 
that necessitated by military or judicial service. Students in military or military reserve units 
called to duty, or who are summoned for judicial proceedings, will have their absences excused 

(i.e., not counted against the number of absences allowed to the student) once appropriate 
documentation (e.g., a copy of mobilization orders, an email from the student’s commanding 
officer, or a court summons) is provided. Students absent from class for University (not student 

organization, intramurals, or Greek life ) events will have their absences excused, as well, 

once appropriate documentation is provided. Other absences may be excused at the discretion of 
the instructor, the Department Chair, the Dean of the School of Liberal Arts, or higher-level 
administration, but such circumstances are rare. Assignments due during excused absences will 
be handled on a case-by-case basis, as circumstances warrant. 

 

Tardiness and Early Departure  
Please be in class when it is scheduled to begin, and please remain in class for the scheduled 
duration. Students who arrive late or leave early are subject to being counted absent without in-

class comment. So are students who are out of the room for protracted periods during class or 
multiple times in a given class period. Showing up late makes it hard to get the joke, and leaving 
early makes it hard to hear the punchline. 
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Late Work 
Late work is generally not acceptable, and many instructors (as well as employers and 

authorities) will not accept it. In this class, minor assignments are not accepted if they are 
submitted late. The exams generally may not be taken late, although certain extenuating 
circumstances (e.g., military or judicial service) may make other arrangements appropriate. If 
you believe your circumstances merit consideration, please discuss them with me during office 

hours. The major papers (PProp, Expl, AnnBib, and FinPap) will be accepted late, albeit at an 
automatic grade of F; late papers will generally receive minimal or no feedback other than the 
grade. 
 

Revisions 
I encourage revision of papers, but I think that effective revision takes outside guidance. Thus, 
students desiring to revise any assignment for a higher grade must consult with me before so 
doing. I shall determine on a case-by-case basis what the revision must entail and whether or not 

the revision will result in a change of grade for the assignment. Be advised also that I will tend to 
allow more leeway in revision on late work the less late it is. Trying to turn in late work during 
the last week of class and hoping to get to revise it up to an A is not going to get you anywhere, 
but if you miss the deadline by a day or two, you might just make it in revision. 

 

Student Professionalism 
Please treat the classroom with the same degree of attention and consideration as any 
professional space. Please show up to class prepared and on time; this means having necessary 

materials, having completed the assigned readings, and having prepared any assignments 
upon entry into the classroom. Silence or deactivate cell phones during class time, and refrain 
from private conversations outside of group/class discussion. If you are late, please be respectful 
of the instructor and others in the classroom by quietly and quickly finding a seat without 

gratuitous comment, questioning, or other obtrusive behavior (this includes interrupting lecture 
or discussion to explain your tardiness, ask what the class is doing, or make other comments). 
The same requests also apply to those who need to leave early. If you feel the need to discuss late 
arrival or early departure, please do so via email, during office hours, or before or after class.  

 
Please note that excessive tardiness or early departure will negatively impact my assessment of 
your professionalism. Please note also that egregious violations of professional conduct will 
result in your being asked to leave; if you are thusly asked to leave, you will be counted absent 

for the class. 
 

Section 504 (per University Standards) 
Schreiner University is compliant with Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 with 

respect to providing academic adjustments/auxiliary aids to qualified students. Students requiring 
such accommodations should contact the Section 504 Coordinator in Dickey Hall, Room 218. 
Should a faculty office prove inaccessible, special arrangements to meet outside the office can be 
made for students with mobility impairments. 

 
Additionally, Departmental documentation notes that contacting Dr. Jude Gallik at 380-792-7258 
or JGallik@schreiner.edu will help with accommodations.  

mailto:JGallik@schreiner.edu
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Academic Integrity 
Academic dishonesty in any of its various forms (e.g., plagiarism, presenting hired writing as 

work done, patchwriting, Rogeting, unauthorized use of papers for/from other classes) is 
unacceptable and subject to adverse actions ranging from failure of an assignment to failure of 
the course and other University-imposed sanctions. This class will follow the University’s Code 
of Academic Conduct, which may be found in the Student Handbook, in print and online at 

http://students.schreiner.edu/handbook/docs/su-201516-handbook-dos-edits-page.pdf.  
 

Contact Policy and Schreiner One 
Email is my preferred mode of contact outside of class time; I check my email at least once (and 

usually more often) each day I am scheduled to teach, usually in the morning. As a note, I do not 
sit up all night waiting for my email inbox to chime, and I may not have time to read and answer 
all emails before class. 
 

Per University standards, “All email communication for this course will be done via our 
schreiner.edu email accounts. Emails sent to me without schreiner.edu addresses will not 
[emphasis in original] be accepted by my faculty inbox. Grades, attendance, due dates, and 
handouts will be posted to Schreiner One on a regular basis.” 

 

Agreements 
Students who remain enrolled in the class past the last day to add, drop, or change sections 
online signal their understanding of, and agreement to, the policies and procedures outlined in 

this syllabus. 
 
Late in the term, a form asking after students’ agreement to allow instructor use of their materials 
in future teaching, research, and professional development will be distributed. Whether 

permission is granted or not will not affect the course grade, but a clear answer will be greatly 
appreciated. 
 

  

http://students.schreiner.edu/handbook/docs/su-201516-handbook-dos-edits-page.pdf
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Course Calendar 
Readings and daily assignments not already on the course calendar may be announced in class. 
When they are, they are to be treated as appearing on the calendar at the correct time. Also, 

readings may not always be discussed in class. You are still responsible for knowing the 
material; the readings form the bases for discussions and are likely to undergird any necessary 
quizzes. 
 

“Readings Due” indicates that the readings listed are assigned to be completed before the 

beginning of class  on the day listed, unless otherwise noted. “NS” in the calendar (Table 4, 
below) refers to The Necessary Shakespeare. “Assignment Due” indicates that the activities 
listed are to be completed and submitted at the time and in the manner indicated. 

 
In the event that a given day has neither reading nor activity listed, class will still meet normally 
(and class will probably continue discussion from earlier. The only times class does not meet as 
scheduled will be announced in advance (if possible) or posted on the door to the classroom. 

 
Table 4: Course Calendar 

Week Date Readings Due Assignment Due 

1 24 Aug.  Syllabus (in class)   

2 

29 Aug.  NS General Introduction   

31 Aug.  NS Appendices 1, 2, and 3; Royal 
Genealogy of England; Maps 

  

3 
7 Sept.  Sonnets, prefatory materials (NS 

880-84), Sonnets 1-20 (NS 885-89) 
 Discus 1 (online before class begins) 

4 

12 Sept.  A Midsummer Night’s Dream (NS 

42-73) 

  

14 Sept.    Discus 2 (online before class begins) 

 PProp (online before class begins) 

5 
19 Sept.  Sonnets 21-40 (NS 889-93)   

21 Sept.  Sonnets 41-60 (NS 893-97)  Discus 3 (online before class begins) 

6 
26 Sept.  The Taming of the Shrew (NS 2-41)   
28 Sept.    Discus 4 (online before class begins) 

7 

3 Oct.  Much Ado about Nothing (NS 113-

149) 

  

5 Oct.     

8 
12 Oct.  Sonnets 61-80 (NS 897-901)  Discus 5 (online before class begins) 

 Expl (online before class begins) 

9 
17 Oct.  As You Like It (NS 150-189)   

19 Oct.    Discus 6 (online before class begins) 

10 

24 Oct.  Twelfth Night; Or, What You Will 

(NS 190-226) 

  

26 Oct.    Discus 7 (online before class begins) 

11 
31 Oct.  Sonnets 81-100 (NS 901-05)   

2 Nov.  Sonnets 101-120 (NS 905-09)  Discus 8 (online before class begins) 

12 

7 Nov.  The Merchant of Venice (NS 74-

112) 

  

9 Nov.    Discus 9 (online before class begins) 

 AnnBib (online before class begins) 
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Table 4, cont’d. 

Week Date Readings Due Assignment Due 

13 

14 Nov.  Measure for Measure (NS 227-267)   

16 Nov.    Discus 10 (online before class 
begins) 

14 21 Nov.  Sonnets 121-140 (NS 909-13)   

15 

28 Nov.     

30 Nov.    Discus 11 (online before class 
begins) 

16 
5 Dec.  Sonnets 141-154 (NS 913-16)   

7 Dec.    FinPap (online before class begins) 

***FinEx (TBD), 12 December 2016, 1330 to 1530*** 

 

Dates to Remember 

 30 August, last day to add, drop, or change sections online 

 1 September, last day to drop a class without a grade 

 5 September, Labor Day holiday 

 10-11 October, Fall Break 

 27 October, last day to withdraw from a course (1pm) 

 23-25 November, Thanksgiving holiday 

 7 December, last day of classes 

 8 December, Reading Day 

 9-14 December, final exams; term ends 
 

Other dates may be announced. 



Geoffrey B. Elliott 

ENGL/THRE 3333: Shakespeare: Comedies & Sonnets Paper Proposal  Assignment Sheet 

Fall 2016 

 

Below appears a print version of the guidelines for the Paper Proposal (PProp) posted online at 
https://elliottrwi.com/instruction/schreiner-university/schreiner-university-engl-3333thre-3333-

shakespeare-comedies-sonnets/schreiner-university-engl-3333thre-3333-shakespeare-comedies-
sonnets-paper-proposal/. The online version is to be considered authoritative, superseding any 
previously published information regarding the PProp. 
 

As a class oriented towards upper-division majors and minors, ENGL/THRE 3333 should help to 
guide students into the kind of work done by scholars in the field. In large part, scholarly work in 
English studies and in the academic humanities more generally consists of interpreting art in one 
medium or another, commonly deploying the interpretations of others, and presenting that 

interpretation as a means to help others advance the collective understanding of the many ways 
in which art functions. Many of the presentations take place at academic conferences, where 
scholars are commonly invited to give fifteen- to twenty-minute talks as one of several taking 
related approaches to a particular body of work—and it is towards offering practice in doing so 

that the major sequence of assignments in ENGL/THRE 3333 is directed. 
 
Academic conferences in the humanities typically select presenters based on the strengths of 
submitted abstracts—proposed papers that allow conference staff to determine what idea is being 

explicated, whether it accords with others being presented, whether the idea is of sufficient merit 
to pursue, and how it will be pursued. As such, the major assignment sequence in the class will 
begin with a proposal of a sort commonly solicited by regional, national, and international 
conferences in the academic humanities. To compose such a proposal, students will need to 

accomplish a number of tasks: 

 Identify a topic of discussion; 

 Identify an approach to that topic, deriving a tentative thesis; 

 Account for textual and critical support for that approach; 

 Sketch out a tentative structure for explicating the approach; and 

 Compile the above into a short proposal, 300 to 500 words in length, submitting it online 
as the PProp, a major assignment worth 10% of the total course grade. 

 
Information about each follows, along with a copy of the relevant grading rubric and notes. 
 

Identify a Topic of Discussion 

The course title serves as a seemingly sharp limit on what topics are acceptable for papers in the 
class—Shakespeare’s comedies and sonnets. While the sonnets are easily identifiable, however, 
the comedies are not so easily separated out; what are currently called the romances and the 
problem plays can—and sometimes have been—considered comedies. In the interest of opening 

up more material for investigation, then, the plays listed below are available for treatment in the 
paper; all 154 of the sonnets are available, as well: 
 All’s Well That Ends Well 

 As You Like It 

 The Comedy of Errors 

 Love’s Labour’s Lost 

 Measure for Measure 

 The Merchant of Venice 

 The Merry Wives of Windsor 

 A Midsummer Night’s Dream 

 Much Ado about Nothing 

 Pericles, Prince of Tyre 

 The Taming of the Shrew 

 The Tempest 

 Twelfth Night 

 Two Gentlemen of  Verona 

 The Two Noble Kinsmen 

 The Winter’s Tale 

https://elliottrwi.com/instruction/schreiner-university/schreiner-university-engl-3333thre-3333-shakespeare-comedies-sonnets/schreiner-university-engl-3333thre-3333-shakespeare-comedies-sonnets-paper-proposal/
https://elliottrwi.com/instruction/schreiner-university/schreiner-university-engl-3333thre-3333-shakespeare-comedies-sonnets/schreiner-university-engl-3333thre-3333-shakespeare-comedies-sonnets-paper-proposal/
https://elliottrwi.com/instruction/schreiner-university/schreiner-university-engl-3333thre-3333-shakespeare-comedies-sonnets/schreiner-university-engl-3333thre-3333-shakespeare-comedies-sonnets-paper-proposal/
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Identify an Approach to the Topic and a Working Thesis  

Once a topic is identified, of course, it becomes necessary to say something about it, or to move 
towards doing so; the PProp is an initial, exploratory work, after all. Even so, it needs to identify 
a thesis to be argued, although context forces acknowledgement that the thesis may need to be 
adjusted or reworked entirely. 

 
Given the stated impetus for the class, addressing the continuing social cachet Shakespeare 
enjoys, some claim about why a given play or sonnet does or does not enjoy prevailing currency 
in some time and place or another suggests itself as worth making. That is, a paper might do well 

to argue why Much Ado about Nothing continues to play well in the United States of the early 
21st century; another might do well to argue why the antebellum South might have rejected 
Measure for Measure. 
 

Another likely avenue of inquiry is to trace reinterpretation of the comedies or sonnets. That is, 
how later movements refigure and reappropriate the comedies or sonnets might be worth 
investigating. Such projects need not cleave to traditional media, although they may well do so. 
 

Other approaches and their resulting theses may work well, too. Consultation with the instructor 
is recommended throughout the paper-writing process to ensure that writers’ desired approaches 
will work for the overall project. 
 

Identify and Account for Support 
For a thesis to emerge, there has to be some reason behind it. That is, something in the text and 
the critical context must present itself as a justification to make the claim advanced in the thesis. 
As such, after identifying a provisional thesis, some explication of the underlying support for that 

thesis needs to be provided. The PProp mimics conference abstracts, which must convince 
organizers that a paper is worth including; a paper cannot be of such value if it does not work 
from concrete detail that supports an argument. 
 

Ideally, there will be both primary and secondary evidence that supports the thesis; both can be 
glossed over in the PProp, which is not meant to be a full paper. Depending on the project being 
proposed, tertiary evidence might also come into play; again, it may be glossed in the PProp. 
What matters is that there be some rationale for the thesis put across; the idea has to show up as 

proceeding in a way others can follow, and that means a clear beginning must be indicated. 
 
As support is searched out, writers should keep in mind their audiences. The primary audience 
for a paper proposal is a set of conference organizers who are trying to compile programming 

that will be of interest to scholars working in the fields being treated. They may not themselves 
be experts in those fields, but they have ready recourse to those who are—and they are likely to 
be experts in closely related fields, at least. Addressing the needs of such audiences in the 
selection of support will be helpful. 

 
Again, consultation with the instructor is recommended throughout the paper-writing process to 
ensure that writers’ work is such that it will reflect well upon the writer.  
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Develop a Working Structure  
Simply expressing a thesis and rattling off points of support for it will not make a convincing 

argument. Having a clear structure in mind and presenting it, conversely, creates an impression 
of certainty and authority in addition to contributing to the reception of the ideas being advanced. 
As such, the PProp asks writers to frame out a tentative organizational pattern for the papers to 
come; it is understood that the process of writing the fuller argument may occasion change to the 

indicated structure, but presenting some idea about how to go about making a given argument 
eases initial reception of that argument. 
 
Suggested structures will vary by the thesis and support, of course, but academic work tends to 

benefit from simple chronological (i.e., first to last) or traditional emphatic (i.e., weakest to 
strongest) argumentative patterns. Academic audiences can be counted on to attend to the whole 
paper. 
 

Again, consultation with the instructor is recommended throughout the paper-writing process to 
ensure that writers’ work will move forward in a helpful way. 
 

Compose the PProp 

The preceding four items can be regarded as comprising a sequence of prewriting; that is, they 
lead towards deliverables, but they do not themselves generate them. The first deliverable 
towards which they lead is the PProp itself. 
 

The PProp will benefit from opening with some indication of personal engagement in the topic 
selected (i.e., what makes it worth attention); it must identify the topic to be treated and the 
thesis that will represent its treatment. Major points of support should be presented in a 
paragraph outline afterward (i.e., the text following the thesis should indicate a tentative order of 

argumentation, indicating what individual supporting points will be made, summary support for 
them, and the order in which they are expected to appear in the paper to come). Again, it is 
understood that a proposed paper may well change during the process of composition, but it 
remains good to have an initial focus to drive inquiry and effort. 

 
The PProp must be submitted through Schreiner One before the beginning of class time on 

14 September 2016. It will be assessed according to the rubric below, its score recorded as a 
major assignment worth 10% of the total course grade. When it is submitted, it should be as 

a .doc, .docx, or .rtf file consisting of 300 to 500 words exclusive of heading (student name, 
instructor name, course/section, and date of composition), title, and any necessary end-citations. 
It should be typed in black, double-spaced, 12-point Garamond, Georgia, or Times New Roman 
font on letter-sized pages; the heading should be flush left, the title centered horizontally, and the 

body flush left with the first lines of paragraphs indented one-half inch from the left margin. 
Page numbers should be in the margin at the top of the page on the right margin, preceded by the 
writer’s surname, and in the same typeface as the rest of the paper. 
 

The PProp will be used to inform several of the other major assignments in the class, so sincere, 
diligent work on it will be of benefit. Consultation with the instructor throughout its composition 
is strongly recommended. 
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Grading Rubric 
Please note that, in the interest of offering students practice in proofreading and editing their own 

work, comments offered through reproductions of the form below are general in nature. That is, 
they identify systematic problems and make broad suggestions rather than making line-by-line 
corrections. 
 

Assessment Category Steps Yes/No 

Assigned Guidelines Met? +0/-3 

Relevant Topic Selected? +1/-1 

Working Thesis Present and Appropriate? +2/-1 

Support Developed? +1/-1 

Structure Proposed? +2/-1 

Formatting Correct? +0/-1 
Mechanics Correct? +0/-1 

Engagement Developed? +1/+0 

Total  

Overall Comments 

 

 
Clarification of assessment categories follows: 

 Assigned Guidelines Met?—Does the paper, generally, present a research proposal? Does 

it provide 300 to 500 words of text, exclusive of headings, title, and any necessary end-
citations? 

 Relevant Topic Selected?—Does the paper advance an idea that treats a topic relevant to 
the course, as noted above? 

 Working Thesis Present and Appropriate?—Does the paper present a thesis making an 
argumentative scholarly claim about its topic (although it is understood to be tentative)? 
Is the claim of a sort reasonably to be expected from emergent professionals in English 

studies? Does it extend or complement already-available scholarship? 

 Support Developed?—Does the paper provide adequate support for making the claim of 
the thesis, deriving from both the text and critical sources? 

 Structure Proposed?—Does the paper outline a working structure for making its extended 

argument? Is it one that conduces to the support of that argument? 

 Formatting Correct?—Does the paper appear in double-spaced 12-point Garamond, 
Georgia, or Times New Roman typeface on letter-sized paper with one-inch margins? 

Are an appropriate title and heading provided? Are page numbers present, in their 
appropriate positions, and in the same typeface as the rest of the text? If they are needed, 
are in-text and end-of-text citations present and in accord with the current standards of 
the Modern Language Association of America? 

 Mechanics Correct?—Does the paper adhere to the conventions of edited American 
English promulgated by the Modern Language Association of America and articulated in 
course materials? Does it evidence a level of diction and usage accordant with the 
expectation of oral delivery to an interested audience of scholars in the field? 
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 Engagement Developed?—As a sort of extra-credit item, does the paper avoid the use of 
trite and/or cliché phrasing? Does it offer some unusual perspective? Does it present 

materials in such a way as stand out favorably against common expectations for upper-
division undergraduate humanities writing? 

 

Notes 

Although the PProp does note a need for recourse to outside materials, if those materials are 
treated in summary, informal citation will suffice. Quotation or paraphrase, however, will oblige 
formal citation, both in the text and at the end of the text. Failure to provide it may be pursued as 
an academic integrity violation, with adverse effects. 

 
Many examples of paper proposals of the sort requested by the assignment are available. Some 
can be found on the “Abstracts” page of ElliottRWI.com, here: 
https://elliottrwi.com/research/abstracts/. Another, written for a different class and a different 

purpose, is available on ElliottRWI.com, here: https://elliottrwi.com/2016/01/14/sample-topic-
proposal-why-not-have-a-rhetoric-requirement-among-ul-lafayette-phd-students-in-english/. 
Each can be used as an example of form, rather than one of content. Additionally, another 
example is being developed for the course; it will be posted to the class website when it becomes 

available. 

https://elliottrwi.com/research/abstracts/
https://elliottrwi.com/2016/01/14/sample-topic-proposal-why-not-have-a-rhetoric-requirement-among-ul-lafayette-phd-students-in-english/
https://elliottrwi.com/2016/01/14/sample-topic-proposal-why-not-have-a-rhetoric-requirement-among-ul-lafayette-phd-students-in-english/


Geoffrey B. Elliott 

ENGL/THRE 3333: Shakespeare: Comedies & Sonnets Exploratory Essay Assignment 

Sheet Revision 

Fall 2016 
 

Below appears a print version of the guidelines for the Exploratory Essay (Expl) posted online at 
https://elliottrwi.com/instruction/schreiner-university/schreiner-university-engl-3333thre-3333-

shakespeare-comedies-sonnets/schreiner-university-engl-3333thre-3333-shakespeare-comedies-
sonnets-exploratory-essay/. The online version is to be considered authoritative, superseding any 
previously published information regarding the Expl. 
 

As a class oriented towards upper-division majors and minors, ENGL/THRE 3333 should help to 
guide students into the kind of work done by scholars in the field. In large part, scholarly work in 
English studies and in the academic humanities more generally consists of interpreting art in one 
medium or another, commonly deploying the interpretations of others, and presenting that 

interpretation as a means to help others advance the collective understanding of the many ways 
in which art functions. Many of the presentations take place at academic conferences, where 
scholars are commonly invited to give fifteen- to twenty-minute talks as one of several taking 
related approaches to a particular body of work—and it is towards offering practice in doing so 

that the major sequence of assignments in ENGL/THRE 3333 is directed. 
 
Academic conferences in the humanities typically expect that the papers presented reflect 
investment in the ideas contained, both in terms of content development and in terms of polish of 

prose. As such, they reward composition in stages, such that each part of the paper presented has 
been reviewed and revised—and one such stage is that of a brief essay meant to test out the 
thesis, something that might be called an exploratory essay. 
 
To compose such an essay, students will need to accomplish a number of tasks: 

 Refine the topic, thesis, and argumentative structure expressed in the PProp; 

 Identify additional primary (and potentially secondary and tertiary/critical) source 
support for the refined thesis;  

 Explain the function of the additional support; and 

 Compile the above into a short essay, 1,300 to 1,625 words in length, submitting it online 
as the Expl, a major assignment worth 10% of the total course grade. 

 
Information about each follows, along with a copy of the relevant grading rubric and notes. 
 

Refine the Topic, Thesis, and Argumentative Structure of the PProp 

The PProp is an avowedly tentative document, outlining only in preliminary form the argument 
to be made in the paper that will proceed from it. To be able to make an argument, though, 
requires greater specificity than a proposal allows. In many cases, topics must be narrowed from 
sets of items to single items, or even from single items to individual components of the item. In 

many cases, the thesis will need to be similarly narrowed, refining as the topic refines to more 
accurately portray the argument to be made in the paper. The same will be true of the 
argumentative structure to be deployed in the paper, what points are to be made and the order in 
which they are to be made shifting in response to more exacting thesis and topic. 

 
The Expl will need to display topic, thesis, and argumentative structures tightened from those 
initially proposed, in no small part because the argument to be made in the longer paper will 

https://elliottrwi.com/instruction/schreiner-university/schreiner-university-engl-3333thre-3333-shakespeare-comedies-sonnets/schreiner-university-engl-3333thre-3333-shakespeare-comedies-sonnets-exploratory-essay/
https://elliottrwi.com/instruction/schreiner-university/schreiner-university-engl-3333thre-3333-shakespeare-comedies-sonnets/schreiner-university-engl-3333thre-3333-shakespeare-comedies-sonnets-exploratory-essay/
https://elliottrwi.com/instruction/schreiner-university/schreiner-university-engl-3333thre-3333-shakespeare-comedies-sonnets/schreiner-university-engl-3333thre-3333-shakespeare-comedies-sonnets-exploratory-essay/
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begin to be developed in it. That development obliges a stronger framework on which to hang 
the argument, so having a clearer topic, thesis, and structure in mind will be necessary. 
 

Note that while many arguments will entertain counter-argument and rebuttal, the Expl need not 
do so. It does, however, need to articulate context for the argument to be made, as well as 
moving through a reasonable order of support for it—whether sequentially within the topic 
discussed or in emphatic order based on the relative perceived strength of the points being made. 

It should also offer some kind of concluding statement appropriate to a conference paper, not a 
recapitulation of the thesis and points made, but a motion towards what future research can do 
with the thesis that begins to be validated in the Expl. 
 

Identify More Support for the Thesis  
Because the Expl will develop the argument initially advanced in the PProp, it will necessarily 
need to employ more support for the idea than the PProp could contain. Much of it will need to 
consist of primary evidence, specific details in the text (and, depending on the argument being 

made, the paratext) that support the argument being made. 
 
Because the Expl needs to offer context for its argument, however, it will also likely do well to 
invoke secondary evidence, deriving from other critical treatments of the paper’s topic or from 

treatments of similar topics (e.g., a paper treating Sonnet 18 might be able to deploy conclusions 
made about Sonnet 20 to its advantage). Information from journals such as Shakespeare 
Quarterly, Shakespeare Studies, Shakespeare Survey, and Renaissance Quarterly is likely to be 
of benefit, as they are the leading journals for criticism of the Bard and his works. 

 
Depending on the argument made, the Expl might also benefit from the invocation of 
tertiary/critical materials. Such materials offer a lens, usually consisting of an outline of some 
theoretical approach or standard, through which to examine the topic of the paper. One example 

would be to apply the principles outlined by Edward Said or bell hooks to the plays or sonnets; 
the applied works do not necessarily treat the topic in themselves, but they outline approaches to 
literature and other works that can be applied to the topic selected, revealing new ideas entirely.  
 
Note 1, below, is of paramount importance. Attention to it will be rewarded. Inattention to it will not be. 

 

Explain the Support 
Providing evidence, however much of it may be available, however good the quality, does not 
suffice to prove a point. The evidence means nothing until it is acted upon; such action should 
take the form of rigorous, detailed explanation of how the evidence leads to the conclusions 

drawn about it. The idea is to lead readers along the thought-paths through which the writer 
arrives at interpretation of the topic being treated—and it should be the primary focus of the 
paper, as it is only through such explanation that readers can ascertain whether or not the ideas 
advanced in the paper are worth considering. It is only through the explanations that the readers 

can see that the thesis of the Expl has, in fact, been validated. 
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Compose the Expl 
The preceding items can be regarded as comprising a sequence of prewriting; that is, they lead 
towards deliverables, but they do not themselves generate them. The first deliverable towards 

which they lead is the Expl itself. 
 
The Expl will benefit from opening with a paragraph that identifies the topic, offers context for 
the argument to come, and advances a thesis to undergird the argument. (An essay map is helpful 

but not obligatory.) It should follow with a series of body paragraphs that develop a number of 
argumentative points in support of the thesis; they should be laid out in an order reflecting either 
the sequence of evidence within the topic of discussion or the rhetorical emphasis of the points 
being made. Afterwards should come a conclusion that moves beyond simple recapitulation of 

the thesis and argumentative points towards what readers can do armed with the validated thesis.  
 
The Expl must be submitted through Schreiner One before the beginning of class time on 

12 October 2016. It will be assessed according to the rubric below, its score recorded as a 

major assignment worth 10% of the total course grade. When it is submitted, it should be as 
a .doc, .docx, or .rtf file consisting of 1,300 to 1,625 words, exclusive of heading (student name, 
instructor name, course/section, and date of composition), title, and any necessary end-citations. 
It should be typed in black, double-spaced, 12-point Garamond, Georgia, or Times New Roman 

font on letter-sized pages; the heading should be flush left, the title centered horizontally, and the 
body flush left with the first lines of paragraphs indented one-half inch from the left margin. 
Page numbers should be in the margin at the top of the page on the right margin, preceded by the 
writer’s surname, and in the same typeface as the rest of the paper. 

 
The Expl will be used to inform other major assignments in the class, so sincere, diligent work 
on it will be of benefit. Consultation with the instructor throughout its composition is strongly 
recommended. 
 

Grading Rubric 

Please note that, in the interest of offering students practice in proofreading and editing their own 
work, comments offered through reproductions of the form below are general in nature. That is, 
they identify systematic problems and make broad suggestions rather than making line-by-line 
corrections. 
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Assessment Category Comments Steps Yes/No 
Assigned Guidelines Met?   +0/-3 

Topic and Thesis Relevant 

and Appropriate? 
  +1/-1 

Introduction and Conclusion 
Relevant and Appropriate? 

  +1/-1 

Evidence Clear, Appropriate, 
and Sufficient? 

  +1/-1 

Explanations Clear, 
Appropriate, and Sufficient? 

  +2/-1 

Organization Clear and 
Appropriate? 

  +1/-1 

Formatting Correct?   +0/-1 

Mechanics Correct?   +0/-1 

Engagement Developed?   +1/+0 

Total  

Overall Comments 

 

 
Clarification of assessment categories follows: 

 Assigned Guidelines Met?—Does the paper, generally, present an argumentative literary 
critical essay? Does it provide 1,300 to 1,625 words of text, exclusive of headings, title, 

and any necessary end-citations? 

 Topic and Thesis Relevant and Appropriate?—Does the paper indicate an appropriate 
topic, taken from the list indicated on the PProp? Is that topic sufficiently targeted to 
permit appropriate development in a paper of the prescribed scope? Is a targeted, 

argumentative thesis stated? Is it of a sort befitting upper-level undergraduate humanities 
work? 

 Introduction and Conclusion Relevant and Appropriate?—Does the paper provide an 
introduction that contextualizes the argument to be made as it indicates topic and thesis? 

Does it offer a conclusion that moves beyond recapitulation into the idea of what future 
research can do with the thesis the paper should validate? 

 Evidence Clear, Appropriate, and Sufficient?—Does the paper provide sufficient primary 

(and, likely, secondary and tertiary/critical evidence) to support the argument being 
made? Is the evidence appropriately attested in accordance with current Modern 
Language Association of America standards? 

 Explanations Clear, Appropriate, and Sufficient?—Does the paper work through patterns 

of reasoning that suffice to validate the ways in which the evidence serves to support the 
stated thesis? Are those patterns of sorts likely to be accepted by an audience of 
interested scholars? 

 Organization Clear and Appropriate?—Does the paper move through its points in an 

order that makes sense for the argument? Does it indicate the motion through clear and 
semantically appropriate transitional devices? Does it move smoothly within and between 
paragraphs? 
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 Formatting Correct?—Does the paper appear in double-spaced 12-point Garamond, 
Georgia, or Times New Roman typeface on letter-sized paper with one-inch margins? 

Are an appropriate title and heading provided? Are page numbers present, in their 
appropriate positions, and in the same typeface as the rest of the text? If they are needed, 
are in-text and end-of-text citations present and in accord with the current standards of 
the Modern Language Association of America? 

 Mechanics Correct?—Does the paper adhere to the conventions of edited American 
English promulgated by the Modern Language Association of America and articulated in 
course materials? Does it evidence a level of diction and usage accordant with the 
expectation of oral delivery to an interested audience of scholars in the field? 

 Engagement Developed?—As a sort of extra-credit item, does the paper avoid the use of 
trite and/or cliché phrasing? Does it offer some unusual perspective? Does it present 
materials in such a way as stand out favorably against common expectations for upper-
division undergraduate humanities writing? 

 

Notes 
1. 
The Expl will require use of primary source materials; it is likely to deploy secondary and 

tertiary/critical source materials, as well. All such must be attested in accord with the current 
standards of the Modern Language Association of America. Failure to offer such attestation may 
be investigated as an academic integrity violation, with substantially adverse consequences for 
students. 

 
2. 
Examples of the kind of writing requested for the Expl are widely available. The pages of the 
journal The Explicator abound with them. Samples of similar papers are available on the course 

website, as well, although their topics and requirements will be somewhat different than that for 
the present assignment: 

 “Sample Exploratory Essay: Why Not Have a Rhetoric Requirement among UL 

Lafayette PhD Students in English?” (https://elliottrwi.com/2016/02/15/sample-
exploratory-essay-why-not-have-a-rhetoric-requirement-among-ul-lafayette-phd-
students-in-english/) 

 “Sample Paper: A Quiet Zinger in Gantz’s ‘Pwyll Lord of Dyved’” 

(https://elliottrwi.com/2016/09/13/sample-paper-a-quiet-zinger-in-gantzs-pwyll-lord-of-
dyved/) 

 “Sample Textual Analysis: Picking apart a Fictional Puzzle” 
(https://elliottrwi.com/2015/09/30/sample-textual-analysis-picking-apart-a-fictional-

puzzle/) 
Another example, targeted at the present assignment, will be drafted and posted to the course 
website when it is completed. 

https://elliottrwi.com/2016/02/15/sample-exploratory-essay-why-not-have-a-rhetoric-requirement-among-ul-lafayette-phd-students-in-english/
https://elliottrwi.com/2016/02/15/sample-exploratory-essay-why-not-have-a-rhetoric-requirement-among-ul-lafayette-phd-students-in-english/
https://elliottrwi.com/2016/02/15/sample-exploratory-essay-why-not-have-a-rhetoric-requirement-among-ul-lafayette-phd-students-in-english/
https://elliottrwi.com/2016/09/13/sample-paper-a-quiet-zinger-in-gantzs-pwyll-lord-of-dyved/
https://elliottrwi.com/2016/09/13/sample-paper-a-quiet-zinger-in-gantzs-pwyll-lord-of-dyved/
https://elliottrwi.com/2015/09/30/sample-textual-analysis-picking-apart-a-fictional-puzzle/
https://elliottrwi.com/2015/09/30/sample-textual-analysis-picking-apart-a-fictional-puzzle/
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ENGL/THRE 3333: Shakespeare: Comedies & Sonnets Annotated Bibliography 

Assignment Sheet 

Fall 2016 
 

Below appears a print version of the guidelines for the Annotated Bibliography (AnnBib) posted 
online at https://elliottrwi.com/instruction/schreiner-university/schreiner-university-engl-

3333thre-3333-shakespeare-comedies-sonnets/schreiner-university-engl-3333thre-3333-
shakespeare-comedies-sonnets-annotated-bibliography/. The online version is to be considered 
authoritative, superseding any previously published information regarding the AnnBib. 
 

As a class oriented towards upper-division majors and minors, ENGL/THRE 3333 should help to 
guide students into the kind of work done by scholars in the field. In large part, scholarly work in 
English studies and in the academic humanities more generally consists of interpreting art in one 
medium or another, commonly deploying the interpretations of others, and presenting that 

interpretation as a means to help others advance the collective understanding of the many ways 
in which art functions. Many of the presentations take place at academic conferences, where 
scholars are commonly invited to give fifteen- to twenty-minute talks as one of several taking 
related approaches to a particular body of work—and it is towards offering practice in doing so 

that the major sequence of assignments in ENGL/THRE 3333 is directed. 
 
Note that much of the following material will echo that presented for a similar assignment at another institution, 
the Annotated Bibliography assigned to students enrolled in my section of ENGL 1213: Composition II during 
the Spring 2016 term at Northern Oklahoma College. The substantially similar tasks account for the similar usage 

made without further comment below. 

 
Academic conferences in the humanities typically demand that their presentations be researched 
and work from the best available understandings of the field of inquiry being pursued. To 
compose a bibliography of such work, students will need to accomplish a number of tasks: 

 Refine the topic and thesis from the Expl; 

 Determine a method for searching for sources; 

 Investigate secondary source materials; 

 Optionally, but likely helpfully, investigate tertiary/critical source materials; 

 Assess the utility of individual items uncovered through investigation of secondary and, 
optionally, tertiary/critical source materials; 

 Summarize the selected individual items; 

 Construct citations for the selected items; and 

 Compose an eight-source annotated bibliography that presents the topic in its context, 

outlines the methods by which sources were selected, and offers three-part annotations of 
each selected source, submitting it electronically for assessment as a major assignment 
worth 15% of the total course grade. 

 

Information about each follows, along with a copy of the relevant grading rubric and notes. 
 

Refine the Topic and Thesis 
The AnnBib is meant to help students transition their work from the Expl to the FinPap to come. 

As such, it asks students to reflect on their continuing efforts and refine them further, continuing 
the trend between the Prop and the Expl. Having a more focused idea of what thesis will be 
argued and the argumentative structures to be followed—since the FinPap will likely benefit 

https://elliottrwi.com/instruction/schreiner-university/schreiner-university-engl-3333thre-3333-shakespeare-comedies-sonnets/schreiner-university-engl-3333thre-3333-shakespeare-comedies-sonnets-annotated-bibliography/
https://elliottrwi.com/instruction/schreiner-university/schreiner-university-engl-3333thre-3333-shakespeare-comedies-sonnets/schreiner-university-engl-3333thre-3333-shakespeare-comedies-sonnets-annotated-bibliography/
https://elliottrwi.com/instruction/schreiner-university/schreiner-university-engl-3333thre-3333-shakespeare-comedies-sonnets/schreiner-university-engl-3333thre-3333-shakespeare-comedies-sonnets-annotated-bibliography/
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from expressing counter-argument and rebuttal, and it will need to situate itself among the 
current scholarly context of Shakespeare studies—will allow for more adept and easily managed 
searching through sources. 

 

Determine a Search Method 
Also allowing for more adept and easily managed searching is searching done with a plan in 
mind. As such, students are encouraged to plot out how they will make their initial forays into 

the already-existing research into the Bard’s works. What avenues for the search and what search 
terms are likely to be entered should be noted, as should important limitations on the search, 
namely that materials must be 

 Scholarly in nature, being peer-reviewed or otherwise inviting independent validation 

(such as a professor’s professional blog or website, or the work of a major scholarly 
society); and 

 Recent, published in January 2011 or later. 

 
It is expected that initial plans will change as a result of the search encountering unforeseen 
opportunities and limitations. Those changes should be recorded, as the methods employed in 
conducting the search will inform the AnnBib. 

 

Investigate Secondary Source Materials  
While any scholarly project must make use of primary source materials—it is not possible to talk 
about a thing without recourse to that thing—the focus of bibliographic efforts needs to be on 

sources other than primary. At a minimum, the AnnBib will need to treat critical studies of the 
works of the Bard, looking at scholarship that takes Shakespeare’s writing as one of its primary 
sources and puts it to use in some way. Such critical studies can take many forms, ranging from 
master’s theses and doctoral dissertations to substantial monographs, from journal articles to 

published conference proceedings to editorial apparati. The important things are that they are 
recent scholarly works and that they are not themselves primary materials. 
 
Not all of what is surveyed will necessarily be used. It is not expected that it will be; that some 

sources will need to be discarded as unworkable is not a mark of failure, but a recognition that 
Shakespeare studies is an expansive field and that critical thought is going into the project—and 
the latter, particularly, is a good thing. 
 

Investigate Tertiary/Critical Source Materials (Optional) 
As an optional extra step, although one likely to be of assistance as the project moves forward, 
students can look into tertiary or critical source materials. Unlike primary sources, which are 
necessary to any investigation, and secondary sources, which comment more or less directly on 

the primary materials or closely related items, tertiary or critical materials may not explicitly 
treat the particular subject being investigated. Their utility comes in providing frames of 
reference through which to approach primary and secondary source materials. That is, they offer 
guidelines for how to approach knowledge and develop understanding that may then be applied 

to the primary and secondary materials in the hopes of making sense of them. 
 
Tertiary/critical sources can be found in and among secondary sources. Searching for the latter 
will doubtlessly bring up the former, as well. One note needs to be made, however; 
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tertiary/critical sources are likely to be more expansive and stable than secondary sources. That 
is, they are more likely to be books than are secondary sources. Trips through library stacks 
might be in order therefore. 

 

Assess Source Materials 
Finding sources is relatively easy. Indeed, it is too easy; searches are likely to offer hundreds of 
thousands of results, if not millions. Parsing the sources is therefore necessary; not all will be 

useful, and of those that are useful, not all will be equally useful. Nor will they all be useful in 
the same way; some will offer context, some will offer support, some will present convenient 
counter-arguments, and some will offer rebuttals to those counter-arguments. While specific 
rubrics for assessment will vary by topic and approach, they should (again) minimally include 

such concerns as the sources being both scholarly and recent. 
 
Not only will it be useful for students to keep track of how they search for their sources, it will 
be useful for them to track how they determine sources’ utility to their projects, as well as how 

individual sources are likely to be of use to their specific projects. Both sets of information will 
be useful moving forward in the AnnBib and in the later work to be done in the course. 
 

Summarize Selected Items 

After the sources have been found to be useful, they need to be summarized. Summarizing texts 
effectively helps them be made accessible to other readers, as well as allowing them to serve as 
useful study guides for later work. Additionally, they serve as confirmation that the materials 
have been fully reviewed by the summary-writers, which helps improve writerly credibility. 

 
The summaries in the AnnBib should begin with a sentence laying out the thesis of the article. 
Subsequent sentences should identify major argumentative points and methods of proof. They 
should be presented in the order followed by the piece being summarized, since the overall thrust 

of the summary should parallel the text being summarized. 
 
What should not appear in summaries is quotation. Summaries serve to condense their source 
texts. This cannot be done if the original phrasing is retained. Similarly, minor details should not 

be presented in summaries; the retention of such detail inhibits effective condensation of the 
source texts, making the summary less effective than it could be. 
 
A number of sample summaries appear on the “Abstracts” page of ElliottRWI.com, 

https://elliottrwi.com/research/abstracts/. (Indeed, the whole page might be regarded as 
constituting an annotated bibliography, after a fashion.) 
 

Cite Selected Items 

Incumbent upon any scholarly work is accurate and appropriate accounting for the provenance of 
any information deployed. Part of this is citation, which documents where sources are found so 
that others can refer back to them as they conduct their own efforts to expand human knowledge. 
Because the AnnBib serves as a component of an ongoing research project, one that identifies 

and deploys outside information, it must include citation; each of its selected sources must be 
accorded formal identification. The context of the course asserts that that identification should 
align to the standards promulgated by the Modern Language Association of America (MLA). 

https://elliottrwi.com/research/abstracts/
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Ideally, students will work from copies of the current version of the MLA Handbook for Writers 
of Research Papers (the Eighth Edition at the time of this writing) to produce citations for each 

of their selected sources. Accessibility is always an issue, though, as the text is not necessarily 
free to students. A free and open online resource is available, however, in the relevant section of 
the Purdue Online Writing Lab. Widely used even by academics, it is available at the following 
URL: https://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/747/01/. It reproduces much of the 

information about citation styles and formats included in the official sources and so is a useful 
guide. 
 
Citations tend to be among the most difficult things for students to do well, as submitted work 

attests, but they are simply matters of attention to detail. Working carefully and methodically—
and allowing time to do so—will be of substantial benefit. 
 

Compose the AnnBib 

The preceding items can be regarded as comprising a sequence of prewriting; that is, they lead 
towards deliverables, but they do not themselves generate them. The deliverable towards which 
they lead is the AnnBib itself. 
 

The AnnBib should open with a paragraph that articulates the writer’s involvement with the 
topic, describes and contextualizes the topic, and presents the question to be answered and a 
selected answer thereto in an appropriate construction. (The paragraph can be thought of as a 
distillation of a successful Expl.) A second paragraph should outline how the sources meant to 

support the answer were found and their validity determined. Afterward should follow a series of 
annotative entries, each consisting of an MLA-style Works Cited citation for one source, a one-
paragraph summary of that source, and a one-paragraph evaluation of the annotated source’s 
validity in supporting the advanced answer (in that order). They should be at least eight in 

number, at least six of which must be secondary; two may be either secondary or tertiary/critical. 

 
The AnnBib is due through Schreiner One before the beginning of class time on 9 

November 2016. It must be submitted in .doc, .docx, or .rtf format. The text of the AnnBib 

should be two paragraphs and at least eight entries long, exclusive of a four-line heading (student 
name, instructor name, course and section, and date of composition) and an appropriately 
descriptive title. It should be double-spaced on letter-size sheets with one-inch margins on all 
sides. It should be in 12-point Times New Roman, Garamond, or Georgia type. Page numbers 

should appear in the upper right corner of the page, with the student’s surname preceding the 
number; page numbers and surnames should be in the same typeface as the rest of the document. 
Paragraphs’ first lines should be indented half an inch from the left-hand margin; subsequent 
lines should be flush left. Citations will invert that indentation. Annotative entries should be 

separated from one another and from the preparatory paragraphs by an extra blank line. Usage 
should conform to standards promulgated by the MLA and discussed during class time. 
 

The AnnBib will be assessed according to the rubric below as a major assignment worth 

15% of the total course grade. Comments about the submitted work will be returned to students 
via email. Please note that, although the AnnBib should be able to stand alone as an independent 
piece of writing, it informs the FinPap to come. The comments returned should therefore serve to 

https://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/747/01/
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help foster better work on that later assignment, as well as on writing beyond the classroom 
setting. 
 

Grading Rubric 

Please note that, in the interest of offering students practice in proofreading and editing their own 
work, comments offered through reproductions of the form below are general in nature. That is, 
they identify systematic problems and make broad suggestions rather than making line-by-line 
corrections. 

Assessment Category Comments Steps Yes/No 

Assigned Guidelines Met?   +0/-3 

Introduction Clear, Cogent, 
and Appropriate? 

  +1/-1 

Sources Appropriate?   +2/-1 

Citations Correct?   +1/-1 

Summaries Appropriate?   +1/-1 

Assessments Appropriate?   +1/-1 

Formatting Correct?   +0/-1 

Mechanics Correct?   +1/-1 

Total  

Overall Comments 

 
 

Clarification of assessment categories follows: 
 Assigned Guidelines Met?—Does the bibliography present an introduction and a set of 

eight three-part annotative entries? 
 Introduction Clear, Cogent, and Appropriate?—Does the bibliography offer an 

introduction that notes in one paragraph the project topic and thesis and the context in 
which the work is being conducted, and, in another paragraph, the methodology deployed 
in compiling the bibliography? Are the materials presented reflective of considered, 
diligent work, validating the legitimacy of the project they support?  

 Sources Appropriate?—Does the bibliography present only scholarly secondary (and, 
optionally, tertiary/critical) sources from the past five years?  

 Citations Correct?—Does the bibliography offer a correctly-formatted MLA-style 
(adjudged by current standards) Works Cited citation for each of the sources it details?  

 Summaries Appropriate?—Does the bibliography offer a summary for each of the 
sources it treats? Does each summary suffice to offer scholarly readers unfamiliar with 
the subject text an understanding of the overall argument being made in the source?  

 Assessments Appropriate?—Does the bibliography offer an assessment of the utility to 

the overall project for each source? Does the assessment suffice to justify the inclusion of 
the source among the project’s research materials? 

 Formatting Correct?—Does the paper appear in double-spaced 12-point Garamond, 

Georgia, or Times New Roman typeface on letter-sized paper with one-inch margins? 
Are an appropriate title and heading provided? Are page numbers present, in their 
appropriate positions, and in the same typeface as the rest of the text? 
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 Mechanics Correct?—Does the paper adhere to the conventions of edited American 
English promulgated by the Modern Language Association of America and articulated in 

course materials? Does it evidence a level of diction and usage accordant with the 
expectation of oral delivery to an interested audience of scholars in the field? 

 

Notes 

1. 
The AnnBib is in large measure an exercise in formal citation and identification of useful source 
materials. More than in many other assignments, attention to the details of the work done to 
account for the provenance of information is obligatory. Failure to offer such attestation may be 

investigated as an academic integrity violation, with substantially adverse consequences for 
students. 
 
Additionally, many scholarly works will already have abstracts. Using them as the abstracts 

presented in the AnnBib is both counterproductive to students’ development as competent 
scholars in the field and likely to be investigated as an academic integrity violation, with 
substantially adverse consequences for students. At a minimum, it will be regarded as neglect of 
a component of the assignment, with grade penalties noted above. 

 
2. 
Examples of the kind of writing requested for the AnnBib are widely available. The Annotated 
Chaucer Bibliography is one prominent example. Samples of similar work are available on the 

course website, as well, although their topics and requirements will be somewhat different than 
that for the present assignment: 

 An annotated bibliography written for the aforementioned section of ENGL 1213: 
Composition II at Northern Oklahoma College, “Sample Annotated Bibliography: Why 

Not Have a Rhetoric Requirement among UL Lafayette PhD Students in English?”  
(https://elliottrwi.com/2016/03/02/sample-annotated-bibliography-why-not-have-a-
rhetoric-requirement-among-ul-lafayette-phd-students-in-english/) 

 “The Fedwren Project: A Robin Hobb Annotated Bibliography,” one of the instructor’s 

personal projects (https://elliottrwi.com/research/hobb-bibliography/) 
Another example, targeted at the present assignment, will be drafted and posted to the course 
website when it is completed. 
 

3. 
As always, consultation with the instructor throughout the process of writing the assignment is 
welcomed and encouraged. Office hours are generally open; appointments are available. Email 
for details. 

https://elliottrwi.com/2016/03/02/sample-annotated-bibliography-why-not-have-a-rhetoric-requirement-among-ul-lafayette-phd-students-in-english/
https://elliottrwi.com/2016/03/02/sample-annotated-bibliography-why-not-have-a-rhetoric-requirement-among-ul-lafayette-phd-students-in-english/
https://elliottrwi.com/research/hobb-bibliography/
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ENGL/THRE 3333: Shakespeare: Comedies & Sonnets Final Paper Assignment Sheet 

Revision 

Fall 2016 
 

Below appears a print version of the guidelines for the Final Paper (FinPap) posted online at 
https://elliottrwi.com/instruction/schreiner-university/schreiner-university-engl-3333thre-3333-

shakespeare-comedies-sonnets/schreiner-university-engl-3333thre-3333-shakespeare-comedies-
sonnets-final-paper/. The online version is to be considered authoritative, superseding any 
previously published information regarding the FinPap. 

 
As a class oriented towards upper-division majors and minors, ENGL/THRE 3333 should help to 
guide students into the kind of work done by scholars in the field. In large part, scholarly work in 
English studies and in the academic humanities more generally consists of interpreting art in one 

medium or another, commonly deploying the interpretations of others, and presenting that 
interpretation as a means to help others advance the collective understanding of the many ways 
in which art functions. Many of the presentations take place at academic conferences, where 
scholars are commonly invited to give fifteen- to twenty-minute talks as one of several taking 

related approaches to a particular body of work—and it is towards offering practice in doing so 
that the major sequence of assignments in ENGL/THRE 3333 is directed. 
 
Academic conferences in the humanities typically expect that the papers presented reflect 

investment in the ideas contained, both in terms of content development and in terms of polish of 
prose. They are to represent work that can stand on its own and inform the work of other 
scholars, as well as to withstand interrogation by those scholars in person and in later review. 
Further, they are expected to be the kind of paper that can be expanded into journal articles, 

scholarly book chapters, or scholarly monographs. 
 
To compose such a paper, students will need to accomplish a number of tasks: 

 Refine the topic, thesis, and argument structure expressed in the Expl, likely 

incorporating materials found in the AnnBib; 

 Develop a counter-argument and rebuttal to the thesis, possibly incorporating materials 
found in the AnnBib; 

 Develop additional points of support for the thesis, basing them in primary, secondary, 
and (possibly) tertiary/critical evidence and offering rigorous explanation of the same; 
and 

 Compile the above into a conference-length paper, 2,600 to 3,250 words in length, 

submitting it online as the FinPap, a major assignment worth 20% of the total course 
grade. 

 
Information about each follows, along with a copy of the relevant grading rubric and notes. 

 

Refine the Topic, Thesis, and Argument of the Expl 
The Expl is an avowedly intermediary document, developing only in limited form an argument 
to be tested in advance of further development. To be able to carry out that development, though, 

requires greater specificity than an exploratory essay allows. In many cases, topics must be 
narrowed yet further than from the PProp to the Expl—paradoxically, admittedly, but narrower 
topics allow for deeper investigation. In many cases, the thesis will need to be similarly 
narrowed, refining as the topic refines to more accurately portray the argument to be made in the 

https://elliottrwi.com/instruction/schreiner-university/schreiner-university-engl-3333thre-3333-shakespeare-comedies-sonnets/schreiner-university-engl-3333thre-3333-shakespeare-comedies-sonnets-final-paper/
https://elliottrwi.com/instruction/schreiner-university/schreiner-university-engl-3333thre-3333-shakespeare-comedies-sonnets/schreiner-university-engl-3333thre-3333-shakespeare-comedies-sonnets-final-paper/
https://elliottrwi.com/instruction/schreiner-university/schreiner-university-engl-3333thre-3333-shakespeare-comedies-sonnets/schreiner-university-engl-3333thre-3333-shakespeare-comedies-sonnets-final-paper/
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paper. The same will be true of the argumentative structure to be deployed in the paper, what 
points are to be made and the order in which they are to be made shifting in response to more 
exacting thesis and topic—as well as adjusting to include other materials, discussed below. 

 
The FinPap will need to display topic, thesis, and argumentative structures tightened from those 
presented in the Expl, in no small part because the argument to be made in the longer paper will 
begin to be developed in it. That development obliges a stronger framework on which to hang 

the argument, so having a clearer topic, thesis, and structure in mind will be necessary. 
 
The FinPap still needs to articulate context for the argument to be made, as well as moving 
through a reasonable (and expanded) order of support for it—whether sequentially within the 

topic discussed or in emphatic order based on the relative perceived strength of the points being 
made. It should also offer some kind of concluding statement appropriate to a conference paper, 
not a recapitulation of the thesis and points made, but a motion towards what future research can 
do with the thesis that is to be validated in the FinPap. 

 

Develop a Counter-Argument and a Rebuttal 
As a work meant for dissemination to a scholarly community, the FinPap will need to ground 
itself in the ongoing scholarly discussion about its chosen topic. This means it will need to 

engage with views of the topic other than that which it advanced. That is, it will need to present a 
counter-argument, described in the materials for a similar assignment—“Northern Oklahoma 
College, ENGL 1213: Composition II—Researched Paper,” available at 
https://elliottrwi.com/instruction/previous-institutions/northern-oklahoma-college/northern-

oklahoma-college-engl-1213-composition-ii/northern-oklahoma-college-engl-1213-composition-
ii-researched-paper/—as “an opposing or divergent view to that articulated in the thesis. In 
effect, a counter-argument serves to anticipate a possible objection to the thesis being argued, 
something which helps to strengthen authorial ethos in that it demonstrates superior command of 

relevant material and a considered approach to it.” Those materials note also that the counter-
argument has to be presented and treated with respect, avoiding fallacy; it needs to be given the 
same amount of attention as a solid point argued in favor of the thesis. 
 

It needs also to be accompanied by a rebuttal, which the same materials assert “serves to 
demonstrate that the counter-argument is in some way incorrect or inapplicable to the specific 
situation being discussed by the thesis. In effect, the rebuttal serves to undercut the potential 
objection raised in the counter-argument, clearing intellectual ground upon which to build the 

argument that supports the thesis.” Like the counter-argument, the rebuttal needs to be a 
reasoned, developed point of discussion—but one that argues against the counter-argument 
rather than for the paper’s thesis. Including it demonstrates both command of the ongoing 
conversation about the topic and reasoned divergence from already-existing opinion. 

 
As a note, counter-arguments and rebuttals are generally easier to develop from others’ sources. 
Incorporation of secondary or tertiary/critical materials in them will likely be desirable. 
 

Develop Additional Support for the Thesis 
The FinPap will need to offer more support for its thesis than does the Expl. Some of the added 
support will likely come from the deployment of materials treated in the AnnBib; the secondary 

https://elliottrwi.com/instruction/previous-institutions/northern-oklahoma-college/northern-oklahoma-college-engl-1213-composition-ii/northern-oklahoma-college-engl-1213-composition-ii-researched-paper/
https://elliottrwi.com/instruction/previous-institutions/northern-oklahoma-college/northern-oklahoma-college-engl-1213-composition-ii/northern-oklahoma-college-engl-1213-composition-ii-researched-paper/
https://elliottrwi.com/instruction/previous-institutions/northern-oklahoma-college/northern-oklahoma-college-engl-1213-composition-ii/northern-oklahoma-college-engl-1213-composition-ii-researched-paper/
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and (optional) tertiary/critical pieces included in the AnnBib were each to be selected for 
inclusion in part because of their utility to the argument to be made, so not using them wastes the 
effort expended in finding them. Some, however, will likely need to be newly developed for the 

extended project. While it is true that some excellent ideas only require a small amount of 
explication, they are rare—and they will still benefit from having more support, rather than less. 
 

Compose the FinPap 
The preceding items can be regarded as comprising a sequence of prewriting; that is, they lead 

towards deliverables, but they do not themselves generate them. The deliverable towards which 
they lead is the FinPap itself. 
 
The FinPap will benefit from opening with a paragraph that identifies the topic, offers context for 

the argument to come, and advances a thesis to undergird the argument. (An essay map is helpful 
but not obligatory.) It should follow with a presentation of counter-argument and rebuttal before 
moving into a series of body paragraphs that develop a number of argumentative points in 
support of the thesis. The supporting body paragraphs should be laid out in an order reflecting 

either the sequence of evidence within the topic of discussion or the rhetorical emphasis of the 
points being made. Afterwards should come a conclusion that moves beyond simple 
recapitulation of the thesis and argumentative points towards what readers can do armed with the 
validated thesis. 

 
The FinPap must be submitted through Schreiner One before the beginning of class time on 

7 December 2016. It will be assessed according to the rubric below, its score recorded as a 
major assignment worth 20% of the total course grade. When it is submitted, it should be as 

a .doc, .docx, or .rtf file consisting of 2,600 to 3,250 words, exclusive of heading (student name, 
instructor name, course/section, and date of composition), title, and any necessary end-citations. 
It should be typed in black, double-spaced, 12-point Garamond, Georgia, or Times New Roman 
font on letter-sized pages; the heading should be flush left, the title centered horizontally, and the 
body flush left with the first lines of paragraphs indented one-half inch from the left margin. 

Page numbers should be in the margin at the top of the page on the right margin, preceded by the 
writer’s surname, and in the same typeface as the rest of the paper. In-text and end citations 
should conform to the current standards promulgated by the Modern Language Association of 
America. 

 
The FinPap may well be used as a writing sample, a publication or presentation, or an impetus 
for later work, so sincere, diligent work on it will be of benefit. Consultation with the instructor 
throughout its composition is strongly recommended. 
 

Grading Rubric 
Please note that, in the interest of offering students practice in proofreading and editing their own 
work, comments offered through reproductions of the form below are general in nature. That is, 
they identify systematic problems and make broad suggestions rather than making line-by-line 

corrections. 
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All papers begins with a grade of C. 

Assessment Category Comments Steps Yes/No 

Assigned Guidelines Met?   +0/-3 

Topic and Thesis Relevant 
and Appropriate? 

  +1/-1 

Introduction and Conclusion 
Relevant and Appropriate? 

  +1/-1 

Counter-Argument and 
Rebuttal Clear and 
Appropriate? 

  +1/-1 

Evidence Clear, Appropriate, 

and Sufficient? 
  +1/-1 

Explanations Clear, 

Appropriate, and Sufficient? 
  +1/-1 

Organization Clear and 
Appropriate? 

  +1/-1 

Formatting Correct?   +0/-1 

Mechanics Correct?   +0/-1 

Engagement Developed?   +1/+0 

Total  

Overall Comments 

 

 
Clarification of assessment categories follows: 

 Assigned Guidelines Met?—Does the paper, generally, present an argumentative literary 
critical essay? Does it provide 2,600 to 3,250 words of text, exclusive of headings, title, 
and any necessary end-citations? 

 Topic and Thesis Relevant and Appropriate?—Does the paper indicate an appropriate 

topic, taken from the list indicated on the PProp? Is that topic sufficiently targeted to 
permit appropriate development in a paper of the prescribed scope? Is a targeted, 
argumentative thesis stated? Is it of a sort befitting upper-level undergraduate humanities 

work? 

 Introduction and Conclusion Relevant and Appropriate?—Does the paper provide an 
introduction that contextualizes the argument to be made as it indicates topic and thesis? 
Does it offer a conclusion that moves beyond recapitulation into the idea of what future 

research can do with the thesis the paper should validate? 

 Counter-Argument and Rebuttal Clear and Appropriate?—Does the paper present a 
counter-argument that is treated seriously and that avoids fallacies of reasoning? Does it 
present a rebuttal of that argument that functions similarly? Are both provided with 

enough well-explained evidence to be regarded as valid demonstrations of intellectual 
openness? 

 Evidence Clear, Appropriate, and Sufficient?—Does the paper provide sufficient 

primary, secondary, and (optionally) tertiary/critical evidence to support the central 
argument being made? Is the evidence appropriately attested in accordance with current 
Modern Language Association of America standards? 
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 Explanations Clear, Appropriate, and Sufficient?—Does the paper work through patterns 
of reasoning that suffice to validate the ways in which the evidence serves to support the 

stated thesis? Are those patterns of sorts likely to be accepted by an audience of 
interested scholars? 

 Organization Clear and Appropriate?—Does the paper move through its points in an 
order that makes sense for the argument? Does it indicate the motion through clear and 

semantically appropriate transitional devices? Does it move smoothly within and between 
paragraphs? 

 Formatting Correct?—Does the paper appear in double-spaced 12-point Garamond, 
Georgia, or Times New Roman typeface on letter-sized paper with one-inch margins? 

Are an appropriate title and heading provided? Are page numbers present, in their 
appropriate positions, and in the same typeface as the rest of the text? If they are needed, 
are in-text and end-of-text citations present and in accord with the current standards of 
the Modern Language Association of America? 

 Mechanics Correct?—Does the paper adhere to the conventions of edited American 
English promulgated by the Modern Language Association of America and articulated in 
course materials? Does it evidence a level of diction and usage accordant with the 

expectation of oral delivery to an interested audience of scholars in the field? 

 Engagement Developed?—As a sort of extra-credit item, does the paper avoid the use of 
trite and/or cliché phrasing? Does it offer some unusual perspective? Does it present 
materials in such a way as stand out favorably against common expectations for upper-

division undergraduate humanities writing? 
 

Notes 
1. 

The FinPap will require use of primary and secondary source materials; it is likely to deploy 
tertiary/critical source materials, as well. All such must be attested in accord with the current 
standards of the Modern Language Association of America. Failure to offer such attestation may 
be investigated as an academic integrity violation, with substantially adverse consequences for 

students. 
 

The Expl is specifically framed as a preliminary version of the FinPap. As such, much of 

the text from the Expl will appear in the FinPap; as it is an earlier version of the same 

paper, it need not be formally attested. 
 
2. 
Examples of the kind of writing requested for the FinPap are widely available. The pages of 

published conference proceedings abound with them. A sample of a similar paper is available on 
the course website, as well, although its topics and requirements will be somewhat different than 
that for the present assignment: 

 “Sample Student’s Own Question/Researched Paper—Why Not Have a Rhetoric 

Requirement among UL Lafayette PhD Students in English,” 
https://elliottrwi.com/2016/04/05/sample-students-own-questionresearched-paper-why-
not-have-a-rhetoric-requirement-among-ul-lafayette-phd-students-in-english/ 

Another example, targeted at the present assignment, will be drafted and posted to the course 

website when it is completed.

https://elliottrwi.com/2016/04/05/sample-students-own-questionresearched-paper-why-not-have-a-rhetoric-requirement-among-ul-lafayette-phd-students-in-english/
https://elliottrwi.com/2016/04/05/sample-students-own-questionresearched-paper-why-not-have-a-rhetoric-requirement-among-ul-lafayette-phd-students-in-english/
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ENGL/THRE 3333: Shakespeare: Comedies & Sonnets Final Exam Assignment Sheet 

Fall 2016 

 

Below appears a print version of the guidelines for the Final Exam (FinEx) posted online at 
https://goo.gl/fPGFzt. The online version is to be considered authoritative, superseding any 

previously published information regarding the FinEx. 
 
As a class oriented towards upper-division majors and minors, ENGL/THRE 3333 should help to 
guide students into the kind of work done by scholars in the field. Part of that work inheres in 

developing the credentials that convey sufficient ethos to conduct such work, and part of the 
development traditionally comes in the form of oral exams. Additionally, Shakespeare is 
performative, and so some performativity in an exam for a course in Shakespeare suggests itself 
as worth doing. It is towards preparation for the former and enactment of the latter that the FinEx 

is directed. 
 
Academic conferences in the humanities typically demand that their presentations be researched 
and work from the best available understandings of the field of inquiry being pursued. To sit for 

the FinEx, students will need to accomplish a number of tasks: 

 Read the assigned play; 

 Investigate a theory of comedy and/or humor; 

 Investigate how a particular character in the play enacts, alters, and/or subverts that 

theory; and 

 Construct a five-minute argument about the same, presenting it orally and addressing 
audience questions about it for assessment as a major assignment worth 15% of the total 

course grade. 
 
Information about each follows, along with a copy of the relevant grading rubric and notes. 
 

Read the Assigned Play 
Since the course focuses on comedies and sonnets, it makes sense that the FinEx would focus on 
a comedy or sonnet, so that it can evaluate fairly the kinds of things that have been taught during 
the term. Such evaluation, however, needs to present new material for consideration, rather than 

allowing for simple repetition of ideas already presented. As such, since all of the sonnets are 
covered in assigned readings in addition to no few of the comedies, recourse to yet others of the 
Bard’s works is needed. Further, since exam activities will be interactive with the other students 
in the class, a standard reference text suggests itself as needing to be identified. The selected 

work is The Merry Wives of Windsor (Wiv.), a reliable edition of which is available for free 

at the following URL: http://shakespeare.mit.edu/merry_wives/index.html. Students should 
read the play in detail in advance of the exam. 
 
No few performances and interpretations of Wiv. are available; examples can be found here, https://goo.gl/N3qfgd, 

and here, https://goo.gl/6mvu2D, among others. The text of the play, however, should be what undergirds exam 
activities, so overreliance on outside sources is not likely to be of benefit. 

 

Investigate a Theory of Comedy and/or Humor 
The FinEx will articulate an argument about Wiv. To be able to do so, it will need to have some 

framework in which to develop an argument. This means that students will need to find some 
theory of comedy—or of the closely related concept of humor—on which to base their 

https://goo.gl/fPGFzt
http://shakespeare.mit.edu/merry_wives/index.html
https://goo.gl/N3qfgd
https://goo.gl/6mvu2D
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assertions. Such a theory can come from students’ own experiences and expertise. It can also 
come from an outside source, preferably one of a scholarly nature such as editorial materials 
appended to authoritative editions of the Bard’s work or proceedings of the International Society 

for Humor Studies (http://www.humorstudies.org/index.htm?submit2=ISHS+Home). In any 
event, such a theory will need to be investigated in some detail; arguing from it will require 
being familiar with it. (Also, see Note 1, below.) 
 

Investigate How a Character Interacts with the Theory 
After having read the play and having reviewed a theory of comedy and/or humor, students will 
need to look at how a particular character in the play interacts with the theory. Characters will be 
assigned during class time, but whatever character is assigned will need to be investigated for 

how s/he embodies, enacts, modifies, subverts, and/or belies the theory used to frame the 
argument. In-text dialogue, description, and stage direction from the play will serve to exemplify 
the interactions—whatever they may end up being. 
 

Develop the FinEx, Present It, and Defend Its Answers 
The preceding items can be regarded as comprising a sequence of prewriting; that is, they lead 
towards deliverables, but they do not themselves generate them. The deliverable towards which 
they lead is the FinEx itself. 

 
The FinEx will need to present an argument that the assigned character from Wiv. interacts with 
the particular theory of comedy or humor in a particular way, citing evidence from the play and 
from the theory and explaining how that evidence serves to support the central point made. In 

effect, it is a short paper that will be delivered aloud or a rough set of notes from which to make 
a lucid presentation, much like a roundtable contribution at an academic conference. Like many 
such contributions, it should run to some five minutes of talking time, and it should foster 
discussion among the other participants in the exercise. Some of that discussion will run to 

questions about the evidence presented and the interpretation thereof, so students should be ready 
to address them appropriately. 

 

The FinEx is to be presented during the assigned exam period, 1330 to 1530 on Monday, 12 

December 2016. Students should expect to be selected randomly to make their presentations on 
that day, so all should be ready to begin work at the outset of the exam period. Students should 
also be prepared to submit an MLA-style Works Cited list for the materials used during their 
presentations. 

 

The FinEx will be assessed according to the rubric below as a major assignment worth 
15% of the total course grade. Comments about the presented work will be returned to students 
via email. The comments returned should serve to help foster better work on similar exercises 

later on, as well as on presentations beyond the classroom setting. 
  

http://www.humorstudies.org/index.htm?submit2=ISHS+Home
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Grading Rubric 
Please note that comments offered through reproductions of the form below are general in 
nature. That is, they identify systematic problems and make broad suggestions rather than 

making item-by-item corrections. 
 
All grades begin at C. 

Assessment Category Comments Steps Yes/No 

Assigned Guidelines Met?   +0/-3 

Clear and Appropriate Thesis 
Presented? 

  +1/-1 

Clear and Appropriate 
Theoretical Framework 

Presented? 

  +1/-1 

Clear and Appropriate 

Textual Support Presented? 
  +1/-1 

Clear and Appropriate 
Explanations Presented? 

  +1/-1 

Question/Answer Period 
Handled Appropriately? 

  +1/-1 

Presentation 
Mechanics/Dynamics 
Handled Appropriately? 

  +1/-1 

Engagement Developed?   +1/+0 

Total  

Overall Comments 

 

 
Clarification of assessment categories follows: 

 Assigned Guidelines Met?—Does the presentation generally present an argument? Does 

it restrict itself to approximately five minutes of presentation time, with a similar 
question-and-answer period? Does it address the assigned work and character? 

 Clear and Appropriate Thesis Presented?—Does the presentation offer an argumentative 
thesis that indicates how the assigned character interacts with a particular theory of 

comedy and/or humor? 

 Clear and Appropriate Theoretical Framework Presented?—Does the presentation 
express the theory of comedy and/or humor from which it works, attesting to its 
derivation and explicating it for the benefit of the unfamiliar? 

 Clear and Appropriate Textual Support Presented?—Does the presentation make 
sufficient, ethical use of support from the play to undergird its assertions? Does it attest to 
the provenance of its information? 

 Clear and Appropriate Explanations Presented?—Does the presentation explain the 
application of the theoretical framework to the provided evidence, moving thence to 
demonstrate the support for the asserted thesis? Does it do so in a way that audience 
membership can reasonably expect to follow? 
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 Question/Answer Period Handled Appropriately?—Does the presentation admit of 
challenge in the form of clarifying and investigative questions? Does the presenter 

respond to the questions in an appropriate manner, one indicating thought about and 
attention to the text and theoretical frameworks? 

 Presentation Mechanics/Dynamics Handled Appropriately?—Does the presentation offer 
easy access to the materials presented? Is it loud enough to be heard throughout the 

room? Are any visual aids large and clear enough to be easily read and interpreted 
throughout the room? Does the presentation display dynamism rather than a dull read-
through of a plain paper? Additionally, does the presenter engage in the question-and-

answer period as a member of the audience? 

 Engagement Developed?—As a sort of extra-credit component, does the presentation 
avoid the use of trite and/or cliché phrasing? Does it offer some unusual perspective? 
Does it present materials in such a way as stand out favorably against common 
expectations for upper-division undergraduate humanities presentations? 

 

Notes 
1. 
Although the FinEx is an oral, in-class exercise, it should present a scholarly argument—which 

means it needs to attest its sources. Informal citation within the presentation itself will suffice, 
but students should have a printed Works Cited list ready to hand for submission on request. 
 
2. 

As always, consultation with the instructor throughout the process of developing the assignment 
is welcomed and encouraged. Office hours are generally open; appointments are available. Email 
for details. 



Geoffrey B. Elliott 

ENGL 3333/THRE 3333: Shakespeare: Comedies & Sonnets Online Discussions 

Assignment Sheet 

 

Below appears a print version of the guidelines for the Online Discussions (Discus) for the 
course, posted online at https://elliottrwi.com/instruction/schreiner-university/schreiner-

university-engl-3333thre-3333-shakespeare-comedies-sonnets/schreiner-university-engl-
3333thre-3333-shakespeare-comedies-sonnets-online-discussions/. The online version is to be 
considered authoritative, superseding any previously published information regarding the Discus. 
 
Note that much of the material below coincides with materials for a similar assignment in another class, ENGL 

2340: World Literature through the Renaissance. Because this is a higher-level course, more is expected. 

 
Among the most important parts of developing critical insight into any art are persistent attention 
to it and practice with it. Because English studies works primarily with words, persistent 
attention and practice take the form of repeated, extensive reading and discussion about what is 

read. The readings are taken care of by the readings due listed on the course calendar. Discussion 
is accounted for in part by the physical classroom. However, the assigned class meetings must 
also include some lecture and overt instruction, meaning they cannot be wholly given over to the 
kind of talk that allows for critical approaches to develop—and assigned class meetings are not 

enough time to do so even if they can be dedicated entirely to talk. Literature classes do well, 
therefore, to extend their discussions outside the regularly scheduled times; online discussion 
postings are a useful means through which to offer such extension. 
 

Accordingly, the course asks students to compose numbers of substantive posts each week, of 
which 

 One must begin a new thread of discussion, 

 One must respond to a discussion already in progress, 

 One must occur on or before the midpoint of each discussion period, and 

 One must occur after the midpoint of each discussion period. 
Information about each task follows, along with a copy of the relevant grading rubric and notes. 

 

Substantive Posts 
Part of developing critical insight inheres in following thoughts and exploring them. Doing so 
means that a certain minimal amount of time and effort must be spent in laying out and 

substantiating ideas. For this course, a minimum of 125 words in a post will be necessary for it to 
be considered substantial. As noted for a similar assignment at another institution, “More will not 
necessarily be better, as padded prose is generally annoying, but fewer will not typically have 
enough heft to be useful.” 

 
Also, given the positioning and orientation of the course, it is to be hoped that posts will be 
relatively free of mechanical and grammatical errors, as well as displaying an appropriate style—
all as provided for by MLA standards and as treated in class. Since posts should work towards 

having enduring value for the course, leaving them such that they are easily readable by others 
throughout the term will be of benefit. 
 
Posts of exceptional quality, loosely interpreted, may be rewarded at a higher rate. Also, 

additional substantive posts may occasion greater rewards. 
 

https://elliottrwi.com/instruction/schreiner-university/schreiner-university-engl-3333thre-3333-shakespeare-comedies-sonnets/schreiner-university-engl-3333thre-3333-shakespeare-comedies-sonnets-online-discussions/
https://elliottrwi.com/instruction/schreiner-university/schreiner-university-engl-3333thre-3333-shakespeare-comedies-sonnets/schreiner-university-engl-3333thre-3333-shakespeare-comedies-sonnets-online-discussions/
https://elliottrwi.com/instruction/schreiner-university/schreiner-university-engl-3333thre-3333-shakespeare-comedies-sonnets/schreiner-university-engl-3333thre-3333-shakespeare-comedies-sonnets-online-discussions/
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Beginning New Threads 
Beginning a new thread is beginning a new conversation, and, as with any conversation, it needs 
to lay out what is being discussed and what idea about it is being advanced. In some senses, a 

new thread functions as a formal paragraph, identifying a topic, advancing a claim about it, and 
substantiating that claim in some way. That claim, however, need not be argumentative (although 
it can be); expressing that a given passage in the reading gives pause or occasions some wholly 
reactive comment or question is entirely okay. For example, in a class that deals with Malory’s 

Le Morte d’Arthur, a discussion thread might open with a post similar to what appears below: 
As I was reading early on in “The Wedding of King Arthur,” where Gawain and Gaheris chase a hart into a castle, 
and Gawain ends up in a fight (http://quod.lib.umich.edu/c/cme/MaloryWks2/1:5.7?rgn=div2;view=fulltext), I was 
struck by the idea that a person—however noble a lady—could actually gift a deer to another. Were deer somehow 

more nearly domesticated in the Britain of the text, that they could be given as gifts? Or is the matter rather one 
that betokens the lady’s power? But if it is, then should she not be able to do more with Gawain than fall across her 
lover and before his sword, losing her head in the process? Something in the passage reads strangely to me; am I 

the only one for whom this is true? 

 
Further, while the readings and assignments for the course are likely to—and should—undergird 
much of the ongoing discussion, other materials relevant to them may be brought in for 

consideration and discussion. As such, another discussion thread in a class that deals with 
Malory’s Le Morte d’Arthur might begin with something like what appears below: 
I saw a commentary on Malory, https://literaryanalysis.net/2009/09/05/literature-commentary-le-morte-darthur/, 
and I notice that the author makes much of the difficult language. That is, the writer notes that “‘Le Morte 
d’Arthur’ [sic] makes Shakespeare or the King James Version look positively modern” and remarks on “a 500-

page chunk in the middle of the book that is dry as dust. There just aren’t that many ways of describing jousts, 
tournaments, and one-on-one duels. Things get really old, really fast. […] It’s tedious, dull, and probably the most 

difficult book [the online writer has] ever read.” If it is so hard to read and dull, why do we continue to read it at 
all? Why not just go to the “shorter, snappier, simpler, and more fun to read” versions of which the online writer 
writes? 

 

In both cases, the post-writer brings a specific item to attention, outlines a reaction to it, and 
gives some reason to have such a reaction. While no formal argument is made in the samples, 
each could serve as a useful springboard for discussion, allowing for considered response that 
leads to new knowledge. And, again, more formal argument is also entirely fine; another 

discussion thread in a class dealing with Malory’s Le Morte d’Arthur could begin more 
argumentatively, as in the example below: 
The beginning of Malory’s work (http://quod.lib.umich.edu/c/cme/MaloryWks2/1:3.1?rgn=div2;view=fulltext) 
gives us a vision of a disunited England, one in which nobles war against  their kings openly. It also gives us one in 
which the king is a lecher, lusting after a married woman and conspiring to get at her by whatever means—even 

deceitful magic. Arthur’s origin is in something far less than pleasant in the text, then, and that very 
unpleasantness—conceived through what we, reading the next now, have to call rape, since Igrayne could not give 

informed consent to the sex-act that resulted in Arthur’s conception—foreshadows Arthur’s own sexual problems 
(being raped by his sister and siring Mordred, being unable to conceive a legitimate child with Guinevere, being 
cuckolded by her and Lancelot) and the political failures that result therefrom. 

 

Other modes of introducing new threads could be found, certainly, but those laid out above 
suggest themselves as reasonably accessible—and easy to respond to. The latter is helpful, since 
responses are required. 
  

http://quod.lib.umich.edu/c/cme/MaloryWks2/1:5.7?rgn=div2;view=fulltext
https://literaryanalysis.net/2009/09/05/literature-commentary-le-morte-darthur/
http://quod.lib.umich.edu/c/cme/MaloryWks2/1:3.1?rgn=div2;view=fulltext
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Responding to Threads 
It is not enough to simply advance ideas; the ideas of others must be responded to if knowledge 
and understanding are to be advanced. (Indeed, each of the thread-beginning techniques noted 

above is, in fact, a response to another’s idea.) To help the class move along, then, discussions 
require students to respond to one another. Doing so tends to be easier than starting new 
discussions; conversations have inertia no less than physical objects do. Discussions that begin 
by asking questions make responses easy via answering them. Discussions that advance more 

formal arguments invite response, whether agreement and extension, disagreement and 
explanation, or nuance and explication. Whatever the response may be, it will need to make clear 
what is being responded to, what the response is, and what substantiation is available for the 
response. 

 
As such, simple affirmation—“I agree,” “Yes,” or the like—or denial—“No,” “That’s wrong,” or 
the like—will not suffice. Something like “I agree because, later in the text, we can see…” or “I 
disagree. If we look at…” will be more helpful, however, because it gives the reader more with 

which to work to move forward. Again, the point of the exercise is to arrive at better 
understandings, and doing so is aided by seeing how others are thinking. 
 
As an example, a response to the “Wedding of King Arthur” comment, above, might look like 

what appears below: 
I’m not sure it’s an issue of deer being domesticated—or more like domesticated—so much as it is an issue of who 
owns hunting rights and lands. Common understandings hold hunting as a restricted privilege in medieval times; 
that’s part of what annoys the authorities about Robin Hood and the Merry Men, that they hunt in the (protected) 

forest where they live, if I recall. It seems to me, then, that the lady gave her knight a special deer, taken alive and 
therefore with great effort and at great cost; it is a display of her wealth that she could do such a thing. Given that, 
it makes sense that the knight would want to protect it, and I know I’d have something to say to someone whose 

dogs came after my pets. 

 
Similarly, a response to the foreshadowing comment, above, might look like what appears 
below: 
There is something to be said about the idea of foreshadowing—but it does rely on our sensibilities more than on 

those of Malory’s contemporaries. The sexual misconduct noted would not have been perceived quite so broadly 
then as it is (more rightly) now. Merlin, remember, goes along with Uther’s plans to take Igrayne, even as Uther 
knows Igrayne is married. The same Merlin notes the rebuke Arthur will receive for having sex with his half-sister 

(http://quod.lib.umich.edu/c/cme/MaloryWks2/1:3.18?rgn=div2;view=fulltext), even though Arthur is unaware of 
who she is at the time (http://quod.lib.umich.edu/c/cme/MaloryWks2/1:3.17?rgn=div2;view=fulltext). A 
misogynistic view of sexuality and sexual responsibility is suggested, to be sure, but it is the one in force as the text 

was composed; it is the one we have to use if we are to treat the text appropriately. And I think that weakens the 
foreshadowing somewhat. 

 
In both cases, the item occasioning response is identified, a claim is made, and that claim is 

supported—whether by anecdotal and commonplace evidence or by direct textual reference. The 
responses also directly engage the ideas presented, rather than commenting on the person who 
advances the ideas. The latter point is particularly important, not only to avoid instances of the 
ad hominem fallacy, but also to ensure that discussion remains civil despite its treatment of less-

than-pleasant, potentially triggering subject matter—and a civil environment is necessary for 
people to feel safe enough to be able to advance ideas and benefit from the experience of doing 
so. 
 

http://quod.lib.umich.edu/c/cme/MaloryWks2/1:3.18?rgn=div2;view=fulltext
http://quod.lib.umich.edu/c/cme/MaloryWks2/1:3.17?rgn=div2;view=fulltext
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Discussion Periods and Their Midpoints  
The periods over which online discussions are to be made are not evenly distributed. 
Accordingly, they will have different midpoints, and they will require different numbers of posts, 

as outlined below. 
 

Discussion Period (Discus) Midpoint Minimum Number of Posts  

1 (24 August to 7 September) 31 August 9 

2 (7 to 14 September) 11 September 5 
3 (14 to 21 September) 18 September 5 

4 (21 to 28 September) 25 September 5 

5 (28 September to 12 
October) 

5 October 9 

6 (12 to 19 October) 16 October 5 

7 (19 to 26 October) 23 October 5 

8 (26 October to 2 November) 30 October 5 

9 (2 to 9 November) 6 November 5 

10 (9 to 16 November) 13 November 5 

11 (16 to 30 November) 23 November 9 

 
Discus 1 is lengthened against late registration and roster instability. Discus 5 is lengthened to 
accommodate school holidays. Discus 11 is lengthened against the Thanksgiving holiday. Keep 
in mind that each Discus ends at the moment class begins on the specified class day (i.e., Discus 

2 ends when class is scheduled to begin on 14 September); posts made on the day but after class 
begins will be regarded as belonging to the next available Discus. 
 
As is noted elsewhere, posting during assigned class times is inadvisable, as it argues against 

being engaged with what is happening in the physical classroom. 
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Grading Rubric/s 
Please note that, in the interest of offering students practice in proofreading and editing their own 
work, comments offered through reproductions of the form below are general in nature. That is, 

they identify systematic problems and make broad suggestions rather than making line-by-line 
corrections. Specific points of excellence, however, are likely to be identified. 
 

Category Comments Steps Yes/No 

Minimal Number of  
Substantive Posts Made? 

  +2/-1 

New Thread of Discussion 
Begun? 

  +1/+0 

Responded to a Thread in 
Progress? 

  +1/+0 

Posted before Midpoint?   +1/+0 

Posted after Midpoint?   +1/+0 

Mechanics Correct?   +0/-1 

Engagement/Exceptional 
Quality Displayed? 

  +1/+0 

Total Steps Change and Grade   

Overall Comments 

 

 
Minimal Number of Substantive Posts Made?—Did the student make the required minimum 

number of posts for the Discus? Were they substantive, as described? 

New Thread of Discussion Begun?—Did the student begin at least one new thread of discussion 
via a substantive post? Was it of an appropriate sort, as described? 

Responded to a Thread in Progress?—Did the student make at least one substantive response to 
an ongoing thread of discussion? Was it of an appropriate sort, as described? 

Posted before Midpoint?—Did the student make at least one substantive post before the midpoint 
of the Discus? 

Posted after Midpoint?—Did the student make at least one substantive post after the midpoint of 
the Discus? 

Mechanics Correct?—Were the substantive posts the student made generally free from 
grammatical and mechanical error, and were the posts stylistically appropriate, as laid out 
by MLA standards and during class time? Do they reflect a level of usage consistent with 
what is to be expected from students in their second year of higher education? 

Engagement/Exceptional Quality Displayed?—Do one or more of the substantive posts made 
display some quality that commands attention or evidences some level of engagement 
unusual for students in a sophomore-level class? 

 

Notes 
As motioned towards above, some of the materials treated in any literature class—or any 
discussion of literature—may be triggering. They are not brought up for the purposes of 
triggering those who may be triggered, but they are part of the literature and the context in which 

the literature exists; understanding both may necessitate treating such materials. Every attempt 
will be made to do so with respect to participants in the discussion. 


